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pleasing and instructive research, but it administers been found, unlike any now known to exist on oaf
AN ADDRESS,
modern globe -, to which mav be added part of A
Delivered before Tbt Delaware Academy of Natural largely to bur wants and comforts. It is to it that skeleton lately discovered on the banks of the Mts*
Agriculture and the Arts are indebted for the most
Science, by Win. Gibbons, M, D. President.
sissippi
river, belonging to one ol the. LracotIUe
valuable of all metals the Iron ; Commerce her
Fellow-Citizens :
Gold and Silver ; Domestic Economy her Coal ; race, computed at ISO or 140 feet in length. Add
In discharge of the duties of my appointment, I and Medicine some of her most important remedies, to this, great numbers of shells and fish, of impre**
of them, imbedded in rocks and other substnti*
proceed to give an imperfect sketch of some of the Mineralogy, in' this country, is in its infancy ; the sions
ces : some appear, says the narrator, *• to have been
objects embraced by.our Association.
cultivation of it, therefore, opens a wide door to forcibly and suddenly enveloped in the substance»
Man, destitute of mental cultivation, has been useful discovery, as well as to individual wealth,
which contain their impressions, and we_still per-*
aptly compared to a btooK of marble, in the state in Of eight or nine hundred minerals described in our ceive
violent and convulse contortions, into
which we find it when taken from the quarry. A modern elementary works, more than four hundred which the
those animals had thrown themselves, to
good education accomplishes in the one case, what have been already found in the United States ; and
the terrible catastrophe ot which they are the monu*
the chisel of a skilful artist performs in the other ; there can be nö doubt, that in adivision ol the earth,
and by a small acquaintance only with mankind, we embracing such a great variety oi soil and climate, ments. »
In passing from the Mineral to the V*emat*
are enabled to perceive tbe closeness of the ana- several hundred more remain to be brought to light
kingdom, we step over a chasm which must, for ever

ogy.
by the industry of future inquirers.
remain : the two kingdoms never can approximate 1
In whatever point of view we consider the human
Geology, which may be considered ns a branch
organic and inorganic bodies liiere is ltoam*
being—whether we regard his present comforts, his of Mineralogy, points out the nature, structure and between
nitv. In entering on the study of plants, we disco
future prospects, the benefits to be derived from his relative position of the different strata that compose ver a new fund of pleasing instructions )
Lewes—H. F. Rodney, P. M.
civil and social relations ; the exaltation of his na- the crust of the earth. Until late years this science field for the exercise of mind.*—a fountain or intel
Mr. Joseph G. Oliver.
Milford.
ture, or his tiigh destiny—we shall find that all is has been pursued as a mere speculation ; and wri- lectual enjoyment. But the vegetable world has
Frederica.—J. Emerson, P. M.
staked on the improvement of his mind.
ters have heaped together a mass of materials, de other claims to our consideration : a thousand wants
Camden.—Thomas VVainvvnght, P. M.
in whatever region of the globe we discover him serving no better name than lumber, but which lias and comforts are supplied from it ; and the Arts,
Dover.—John Robertson, Esq.
—whether a roaming Indian in the West, a wander- been dignified with the title ot “ t heory ol the and Manufactures, Agriculture and Medicine, are
Smyrna—Samuel H. Hodson. Esq.
ino- Arab in the East, shivering at the North, bask- Earth.” The world has seen fifty of these theories, alike largely indebted to Botanical knowledge lof
Cantwells Bridge.—Manlovc Hayes, P M.
ing in the South, or an inhabitant of the more favor- in little more than twice that number ot years ; am theirpresent advancement, and much of their further
Middletown.—Thomas Harvy, P. M.
j climes of Europe—void of intellectual improve- their authors, to adopt the language of a late writer acquaintance with this interesting branch ol Natural
ernent,
Summit Bridge.—John Clement, P. M.
he is still, wherever located, a savage ; a créa- on this subject, “ have not scrupled to call in the
Warwick, Md.—John Moreton, P. M.
ture surrounded by wants and wretchedness, or aid oi analogy, and thus by hopothesis after hypothToomiany, after encompassing the technical part
Subscribers living in tlie vicinity of the residence plun ;ed into excesses ; in bis pleasures low and esis, they analyse and recompound the vast globe ot
nl'these Agents, may pay their subscription money sensual ; fierce in his desires, cruel in his resent- the earth, as it it were a piece ol metal which the of Botanical science, rest satisfied with their attain*
ments, although they have only arrived ntthe tresli*
to them, they being authorized to receive it, and to ments. Destitute, in this state, of a capacity for ra- Chemist could fuse in his crucible !
old of the science. Allow me, therefore, to urge
uive receipts.
tional government, he either lives in anarchy, or
It is only by reasoning from what we know—from the importance of extending your enquiries to tho
crouches to a despot
ignorant or regardless of facts and observations, that we are enabled to form general structure, the physiology, the uses, the dis■ ndtice.
his moral and religious duties, the victim of impos- a rational system—to reason correctly we must make eases, and (if 1 may be allowed the term) the »«Persons wishing any sort of Printing done, with ture, or the slave of superstition.
effects the guiding thread to their causes ; but w hen stincis of plants ; and also to their peculiar andIn*
neatness, accuracy, and dispatch ; Advertisements
But happily for our race, there is another side to it is considered that all the tacts known respecting
adaptation, as well to the supply of them
inserted, or Subscriptions paid where there are this picture, where we see the barren waste trans- the earth are but few,—that we have not penetrated mirable
own wants, as of the wants of the animali kingdom
Agents appointed in their neighbourhood to re formed into a paradise, with the “tree of life,” beyond the surface,—that we have not, in short, ex- When, in the germination of seeds, we uniformly sea
110
ceive them, will please apply, or direct to R. Porter diffusing its beneficent influence through every com- amined one ten thousandth part ot the glo ie nr the part that is to form the root, in every position or
and Son, No. 07, Market Street, Wilmington.
partaient ! For man. enlightened by the rays of have a right to conclude, that any one who should pre the seed, descend into the earth, whilst the p.umula,
All communications, not of the above character, science, and improved by intellectual exercise, dis- terni to have formed a true theory ol the earth from or future stem, with equal certainty rise upwards ;
to be addri ■d to M. Bradford, Editor of the Dela- plays an almost inexhaustible fund of resources, in such slender data, can have no better c aim o oui some seeds furnished with wings, to transport t u mware Journal, Wilmington.
subduing obstacles to supply his wants, and to null- regard than the empync who should undertake to selves, others having a thread by which they are
This arrangement is m ado. for the more regular tiply his comforts and Ins advantages. But it is illustrate the structure and functions of the interna attached in suitable situations to vegetate ; some
nnrl prompt execution ol business.
when he adds virtue to knowledge, that he as- parts ot the body, by a mere inspection o u, sun. plants depositing carefully their own seed in the
cends to the pinnacle of his allotment here, and preYet, the little we do see of the earth proves to ground, others possessing the power of scattering
KrNEW BOOKS AGAIN. -CO
sents himself to us a finished character ; and it is us that great revolutions have taken place. We find theirs to a distance
when we observe plants that
' I JUriT RECEIVED. AND FOR SALE BY THE when we view him in this position, that we. can evidences of a general deluge—that the great deeps, require support putting lorth tendrils, at t, e
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made him a little lower than the angels, and hast guage of Scripture, “broken up,” and that a “cha- even turning quite round out ot their course, to lay
it
crowned him with glory and honour !”
os”—“ without form and void” has preceded the hold of a pole,—if growing in the water, supplied
Bickat on Pathology,
To reach this exalted point on the scale of créât- present order ot things, Our data will not carry us with spiral stalks, which extend and contract wilt»
Mrs. Human s* Poems,
ed
beings,
ought
to
be
the
primary
object
of
each"
much further than this ; and
1 , the rise and fall of the stream, to avoid being drown
American Chesterfield,
„dividual’; and this Academy, being organized for encompass the earth, thougI» hutUts a grain ol sand ed,—others forming reservoirs of their leaves to scd
Scott’s life of Napolean, abridged— the purpose of. ultivating the natural sciences, as '»the univene,.it^scanesour feeble S^SP, and we cure
a supply of moisture in a dry season,—closing”
one of the means ot attaining this elevation, 1 cheer- ^^i'SVnmvlei^ge and experiments fallamous, their petals, some in the day, others in the night, of
<-a B price 81, 5U.
I Together with a handsome assortment of Juve fully embrace the present opportunity to inquire Pj™ e •
difficuft.„ Even effects themselves hanging tlmir beads (o defend tbe embryo plant from
it- I niic Books, suitable for every age, from the child of briefly, how far they may be made subservient to "Xayf in proportion to their causes, os they the heat, or the cold, one turning its bark to the
storm to preserve itself, others buoyed up by bladders
j three years, to the Miss and Master in their teens, the noble design.
. . .
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appear to us ; and whilst we are considering a part
I with splendid engravings colored and plain.
I he natural sciences include within their exten- PP
weSeeas the result of a terrible and univer of air and forming extensive fields of vegetation ;
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se range, a vas number and variety of objects ; « '"^lgion of naturc, cauww, to appearance wlu.l- when we remark some plants furnished with long
funnel-shaped flowers, in order to reserve their ho
* l'tie Lady who was lately offe (i gl.-iuu a year to write every thing, in short, on this globe, and within it, jvimu]eqllate, by their continued operation, age after
j for a periodical work, injHtii! -dedpliia.
both animate and inanimate. Hence whereverthe * have had a large share in their production, ney for certain tribes of birds or insects, which are
ED
eye turns, or the loot treads, subjects intrude upon
'ol|uce torrents" that carry mountains down su ppliefl with tubes to extract R, whilst other plants
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us, exciting our attention, or inviting our inquiry. H {o ^ valleys . au(1 volcanoes rarie valleys into are armed with thorns and prickles todefr-nd them
selves from destruction, and all varying their sewnOctober 18, 1827.
In order to distinguish one thing from another, and
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i’he action of the air itself converts
it.
different tastes and
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jects, their equally various relations, with their sitracts ()f countries; madrepora and coral,
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to become a source of intellecS. H. HODSON, Cash'r
inilitudes—all point out the necessity of systematic w()rm9 S() sinaU as almost to elude the sight, exert 111 *
and of profitable instruction ; whilst
53—3t.
arrangement : science destitute oi this would he a their pjagtjc puWersaml raise islands and mountains at plu s
Htio|)> an(l furnish demonstrachaos, “ without form and void.
But whilst ad- from >he bl>ttom of the sea, and force it upon the j g «J’e.^e ()f human contl.ivance, of design, wis
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forgotten that to know the name of a thing merely, b)e bodies elevate grounds where the ocean had | , ’ j,-1
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time, we wish to extend mir powers of
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billow, How then should we P
Iodine, Hydrioda'.e of Potash, Extracts of Taraxaci, all our knowledge is little better than learned igno- hope
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to form a conception of the unmeasured chain ’
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